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Freeze bottom row google sheets

Watch the video – How to freeze / lock rows and columns in Google Sheets You may want to freeze /lock rows in Google Sheets if you are working with a large data set that requires you to scroll up and down a lot. Freezing rows at the top would make those rows visible all the time so you never lose track of which column represents which metric. Something
as shown below: In the example above, the first row is frozen so that it is always visible when you go down the data set. In this guide, I'll show you two ways to quickly freeze lines in Google Sheets. #1 to freeze rows in Google Sheets with the This is a super fast way to freeze rows in Google Sheets. Go to the upper left of the sheet where you will see an
empty gray box. Keep at the beginning that there are two thick gray lines in this box (on the right and left). All you have to do is hover your mouse on a gray line, and when you see the hand icon, left click and drag it down. This will immediately freeze all rows above the gray line (as shown below): #2 Freezing rows in Google Sheets using display options
While the mouse trick (shown above) is super convenient, there is another way to freeze rows in Google Sheets. Here's the step: Select the cell in the column that you want the rows to freeze to. For example, if you want the first five rows to freeze, select a cell in 5. Go to View - &gt; Freeze - &gt; To Current Row (5). Keep a number in parentheses changing
based on which cell you selected. This would freeze all rows, including above the chosen one. Also, keep hinting that Google Sheets provides 2 default options – Freeze the top row or freeze the first two rows. Unfreezing Frozen Rows There are again two ways to defrost frozen rows in Google Sheets: Use the mouse: Hover over a thick gray line that
appears just below the back row that is frozen. Left click and drag it to bring it to the top. It'll thaw all the frozen rows. Use display options: Go to view - &gt; Freeze - &gt; no rows. Related: How to use Frozen Glass in Excel You may also like the following Google Sheet Tutorials: Currently, Google Sheets can be used to freeze document sections so that these
sections always last when scrolling, as shown in this video. However, the limitation of this is that only one section can be selected and must be relative to the beginning of the document, whether it is defined in rows or columns. Is it even possible to freeze the second, separate row further down the spreadsheet so that, when scrolling, the first frozen row
remains at the top of the sheet until the second frozen row comes along and replaces the first one? December 12, 2019 ● 2 min read If using You probably know that when you scroll down, your top data or headers disappear. Likewise, when you scroll to the right, the data on the side of the disappear; this could be problematic if you are working with a large
data set. For example, in large rows of sheets, as you scroll down, you can forget which column A, B, or C corresponds to. This may want your top row frozen. When you freeze a row in Google Sheets, that row will always be visible as you move in any direction. In case you want to make it easier and easier, try Google Sheets Integration with Whatagraph.
How to freeze order in Google Sheets Freezing order in Google sheets is not difficult if you are familiar with the interface of Google Sheets. Here are two ways you can freeze queues in a Google Sheets spreadsheet. Freeze rows in google sheets Short cut First, the easiest way to freeze rows in a Google Sheet is to go to the top left of the spreadsheet. You
will see an empty gray box just before the row and at the top of column 1; Put the mouse over the border of that gray box, hold it until the pointer changes to the hand icon, click left and drag it down to the front row- if you want to freeze only 1 row; You can drag it to two or three rows if you want to freeze two, three, or more rows; Likewise, you can hold the
right end of the gray box and drag the boundary to the right to freeze any number of columns. Freeze rows in the Google Sheets menu option To freeze the top row of Google Sheets: Go to the top menu and click View, the drop menu opens; Click on the first option that is frozen; You will see more options, select option 1row if you want to freeze only the first
row; Now your top row freezes and you can always see it as you scroll up or down. How to freeze multiple rows in Google Sheets There are other options if you want to freeze four rows at once, select the cell in the row to which you want to freeze, click view&gt;freedom&gt;free the current number of rows (4). If you want to freeze two, three, or five rows,
select a cell from that row and select the display icon from the top menu, and then click freeze and finally select freeze to the current number (the desired row will appear in the carrier). You can freeze column 1, column 2, or select the cell that you want to freeze column or rows up to. Select View from the top menu bar, and then freeze and select to the
current column (X) option. X represents up to any column you have selected. How to unfreeze rows and columns in Google Sheets If you want to unfreeze a row or column, you can drag the gray edge space back to its original location- in the upper-left blank gray box, or you can: Select the row or column you want to unfreeze; Navigate to the top menu, click
View, and then tap Freeze; Finally, click No Rows or No Columns from the freeze menu. We hope you now know how to freeze rows and columns in Google Sheets. Mike Former data analyst and head of the Whatagraph blog team. Beloved owner of two husky, too. Move backwards is a terrible way for us to compare data lines in a spreadsheet. What
happens if you move too much and can't find the data you need? Locking data to the screen as you scroll makes the process much easier. Here's how to freeze order in Google Sheets. See also: 10 best Excel apps and spreadsheet apps for Android! We will use the model budget for our example as it is one of the most common uses for a spreadsheet.
These steps should work no matter which way you need to move. There are several ways to do the job, so you can choose which one works best! See also: How to use Google Drive: All you need to knowHow to freeze a row in Google Sheets:Method One: Click and dragThis first method is easiest if you have a row of column headers that you want to keep
in place. After all, it can be difficult to remember what happens in each column after you start to move.1. After opening the sheet, navigate to the upper left corner - just below the formula bar. You should note that the cell between column letters and row numbers has a dark gray edge. This limit is all you need to freeze the top row.2. Click and hold the bottom
line of the dark gray border. Now drag it below row 1 and above row 2.3a. That's all! You can drag the boundary down to freeze more than one row.3b. You can also drag the right side of the dark gray border to freeze columns in Google Sheets instead of rows. This could help with our example if you want to check where each of your payments went. Method
2: Menu options If you want to use menu options to freeze rows, this section is for you. You may not like the trackpad on your laptop, or you're just more comfortable with menus.1. To get started, head to the View tab, which is between editing and inserting. You will want the Freeze option that is at the top of the crash.2. After you open the Freeze menu in
Google Sheets, you'll see four options for rows and columns. This is what the menu should look like:If you're not sure what each option does, here's a quick overview:No lines: Essentially, this is a thaw option. Returns a sheet without frozen rows so that you can move freely.1 row: Similar to the click-and-drag method above, this freezes the top row. In our
case, this means headers.2 rows: This option freezes the first two rows. You can move and you will always see the header and top row. To the current row (number): If you want to freeze more than two rows, this is your go-to. We'll use this one for example3. To use the Up to The Current Order option, we'll need to select a cell on the Google List. We're going
to freeze everything above the payroll, so we picked a cell in row 9.4. Return to the Freeze menu and select To Current Row. You will notice that the number nine in to show you shows much will freeze.5. Now you can move up and down and you'll see the first nine rows frozen in place. This is all it takes to freeze queues in Google Sheets. The process of
freezing columns is largely the same, and the column options are in the same Freeze menu. However, this is only a small part of what you can do in Google Sheets! See also: The 10 best office apps for Android to get the job done! Selected: DealsGoogle Drive I don't think freezing the bottom row is possible, but try splitting the window horizontally: Select a
row and go to Prozor/Split. you can freeze the bottom row, but then you can just move rows below the freezing line - not much help Thanks for the answer, How about freezing multiple rows? Is that even possible? yes, no problem. while the Unfrozen select Window&gt;Split windows are then adjust the split lines as you like and scroll to the lines you want to
freeze when it's done select Window&gt;Free glass after that rows above and columns to the left of the freezing lines are frozen - I can't move them anymore but have them first 3 rows frozen in the Google spreadsheet now want to freeze the 1000th and 999th rows, so they can see rows 1,2,3,999,1000 at all times no matter where they are on the
spreadsheet. Is there any way to do that? Thank you! This? Thank you!
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